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of course, it wasn't just the taskbar and menu bar that would be changing in longhorn. microsoft created an entire new "application framework" in which all your applications would run natively on your computer. not only would it allow for a more "native-like" feel, but it also allowed for much faster ui
response time. though the sidebar wouldn't be changing in longhorn, microsoft found the perfect place for it to live, with the new ui paradigm. the "documents" folder was being redesigned with a new, smarter sidebar. it would become a big hub for your documents, and could be used to access various
parts of the folder, and even the windows explorer. at pdc 2005, scott guthrie announced a new way to view the desktop called "glass", and that version became the most-used version of windows for about a year. it was eventually replaced by windows vista in 2007, but this timeline covers its state in
2005. a major new feature in windows longhorn (codenamed "longhorn") was the taskbar that showed the current application instead of a bunch of buttons, and could be customized to show only programs you had open (among other things). this feature never made it to the final release of longhorn,

but was instead released as windows xp in 2001, with the ability to customize the taskbar with program icons, etc. in windows longhorn, the application list in explorer used a new vista-style scrolling list to show all open windows, which could also be made into a thumbnail image so that you could
immediately see all open windows, instead of opening them in a window by clicking on them. however, in the initial longhorn release, only the desktop was shown, not the taskbar, so you couldn't see all of your open windows, which became a lot more obvious after vista was released, and explorer was

made the default file manager.
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even if you bought into windows vista, i think you'll enjoy windows 7. the interface is still a work in progress, and it's still a little rough around the edges, but it does look better than vista. it's also a lot
more stable, and it runs a lot better. the bottom line is that microsoft has finally decided to take the bad stuff out of vista, and put it in windows 7. there's no reason to say no when they're offering
you something that's already in the works, and that's exactly what they're doing. windows vista was a relatively dramatic shift from xp, but longhorn is poised to be a complete overhaul of the os

we've been used to for a long time. the new aero theme in vista is a 2d spin on the concept, but as windows 7 continues to mature, it will adopt all of the new features and changes in longhorn and
become a new direction for windows. longhorn was an almost continual development of windows xp. based on the early vision of windows vista, longhorn would bring many different ideas to fruition

in one package. longhorn would be a significant departure from the xp they were working on, and with the release of vista, the team would be focused on improving vista. while there have been many
longhorn concepts, only two have been developed into real products: windows xp and windows vista. longhorn is described as a "continuation" of the windows xp direction, but it would differ greatly
from what was done with xp. the only thing that could really be described as a repeat was the use of "skins," which weren't skins like we know them now, but were really just different visual styles of

the os. it was the idea that the appearance of the os would be customizable and controllable. 5ec8ef588b
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